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Message from the Board of Directors

the deaths of the two young people in residential
care settings. Furthermore, we also support that an
inquest be called anytime a child dies or a staff
person dies performing the duties of their job in a
residential care setting in the Province of Ontario.

Welcome Summer! School is out for most young
people in Ontario, for our CYC students and for
over 1000 new Grads who we welcome to the field!
We hope this season brings you warmth, fun,
vacation, and reconnecting with friends and loved
ones, successes and opportunities.

Please see our press release. http://oacyc.org/
news
We held a successful conference and appreciate all
of the feedback we have received. So many of you

We have been busy through the spring working on
numerous tasks of importance to our field and our
association members. We have started work on
updating our Scope of Practice. We have reviewed
the literature and met with a group of educators,
authors and practitioners to discuss our current
scope of practice, our vocational standards, and the
expectations of practitioners in the field. We have a
first draft and will be putting out a call soon for
others to participate in this work via email and
conference call in a similar process that we used for
the report requesting regulation.
We have continued our work on legislation. We
have followed up again with MCYS and continue to
wait for a direct response to our request for
regulation that we delivered to their office by hand.
We have requested and received additional letters of
support and hope that more are on the way. We
have also found additional supporters. Please check
out the Get Involved page on our website for more
news on our efforts.

were able to attend and your participation made this
a truly uplifting experience. This year we
highlighted female keynotes and their contributions
were successful beyond our expectations. We are so
grateful to Heather Snell and Theresa Fraser for
participating in our conference in such genuine,
powerful and significant ways. Our keynotes
invited us to think about how we have done things
and how we should do things moving forward. We
explored the ways in which we educate our CYC
students and were reminded of how one CYC can
have such an impact on a young persons life.

We prepared a press release about the recent deaths
of young people in care in Ontario in which we
requested action from the Minister of Children and
Youth Services and joined the call for an inquest as
called for by the Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN)
into the deaths of two youth.
The Ontario Association for Child and Youth
Care joins the Ontario Provincial Advocate's office
and the OACAS in support of the Nishnawbe Aski
Nation’s (NAN), urgent request that the Office of
the Chief Coroner call a discretionary inquest into

The presentations focused on many themes
including diversity, best cyc practices with young
people with different abilities, creativity, play and
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arts based approaches, youth voice and engagement,
expanding roles of child and youth care practice and
practitioners and relational practice. We had many
celebrations of excellent child and youth care
practice, advocacy and programs. We had difficult
conversations, shared experiences and learned
together.
We held our first Gala Awards event that included
the Krista Sepp Memorial Awards, recognizing all
of those who were nominated and those who
received the awards. We celebrated the potential of
young leaders, the contribution of those providing
mentorship, excellence in practice and career
achievement for those identified by their peers, and
colleagues as being exceptional. We shared our
gratitude with Kinark Child and Family Services for
their years of dedication, their generosity and
support that kept Krista’s life and story alive in the
child and youth care profession.
amazing child and youth care practitioners who are
working to care for young people in our province, to
advocate for our youth and our profession and help
others to understand the value of our unique field.
As was said during one presentation, we need to
“call each other in”.

The final event at the conference was the first
provincial Child and Youth Care Practitioner Ring
Ceremony. The CYCP’s ring is worn to
commemorate the fundamental theme of believing
in children and youth and the potential that lies
within. The Ring Ceremony was created by
Richard Teskey and Michelle Shelswell to honour
their Lambton College CYW graduates in 2013.
They have continued to gift rings to new grads and
are now sharing the ceremony with CYCPs in
Ontario. Many of our members participated and
now wear their rings proudly.

We move into the summer with plans for training in
DLE in Toronto August 22-24, edits to be completed
to our policies, and an agenda to set for our Annual
General Meeting to be held on September 23, 2017.

Reflection on the conference has given us an
opportunity to look at our community and thank all
those who helped to make it happen. We are so
enamoured by our student amplifiers who showed
themselves to be true leaders and amazing CYCPs
in the making. We have also challenged ourselves
about the future and the journey of child and youth
care. We invite all of the child and youth care
community to join us, to reflect, to talk, to listen, to
share, to learn about and celebrate our diversity, the
unique field of child and youth care and the many
3

Community Service Learning
Interview with Andie Fournier, CYCP
Algonquin College
By Saira Batasar-Johnie

What do you
hope to gain
from the
project that
you do?

How did this all begin 8 years ago?
I hope that the
students build
skills that they
can add to
their toolbox
when working
in this field. I
also hope they
learn that they
have strengths
they can showcase when working in a team and that
everyone has different strengths, and that this is
important to understand when working in the CYC
field as the young people and families we work with
benefit when we have the right people and services
supporting them – and we cannot always be the
ones proving it all. I also hope they take away from
the course that working as a team can be
challenging and rewarding and necessary.

The Child and Youth Care program underwent a
program review. The results were that first year
field preparation courses could be improved through
a Community Service Learning experience. Field
Preparation Seminar II was redeveloped to become
a Community Service Learning (CSL) experience
for all on campus first year Child and Youth Care
Students.
Can you tell me about the Community Service
Learning Projects?
The CSL projects vary year to year as the students
develop, implement and facilitate them with
instructor support. Each class (generally 7 classes
of 15-16 students) is assigned to a community
partner. There are two local partners and one
international/global partner (we aim for an Ottawa
area grassroots agency). The partners present their
needs to the students. The students then as a team
determine what need they would like to meet. The
group then plans on how they will meet that need.
They often fundraise to meet the need and advocate
for their agency through a variety of events such as
bake sales, dinners, movie showing, silent auctions,
raffles, family fun days, toonie toss games, 50/50
draws, and requesting donation

I hope the agencies gain some flexibility with
finances that we provide to be creative in meeting
the needs they have to benefit the lives of their
clients.
How is the money being allocated and how did
you make that choice?
The money is allocated to the agency the group
partnered with….for example: my two groups were
partnered with St. John Bosco Achievement Centre
(Youturn Youth Services) and they receive all of the
funds that were raised specifically for them. The
other community partners receive the funds that
were specifically raised for them.

What is the motivation behind the project? What
is the passion?
The motivation is to help students learn about
different agencies, the young people and families
they work with and how they can help make a
difference by working together as team. Our quote
that we present to students every year for inspiration
is by Margaret Mead “ Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful committed citizens can change
the world. Indeed it is the only thing that ever has.”
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of breath to harness a process of self-enquiry,
awareness, and discovery that is unique to the multidimensional aspects of each human being.
Breath is undeniable, a universal factor of
life. This brings me to a tool that I use in my work
with children and youth, that is taking a conscious
breath before action. This process of breathing,
inhaling, and exhaling, is identical in all human
beings. And, yet it is the most overlooked factor of
our existence.
The minute you consciously connect your
mind, with that moment. Then, you create a space
for yourself to fully be present, and aware of what
that experience holds for you. Hence, why when we
try and explain the ‘in-the-moment’ experience, and
the use of self, it is not only difficult to capture the
experience in words, but the subtle but apparent
distinction in, self, and other. Try it now, can you
close your eyes, take a deep breath in, and out.
Notice, how long was it, before your mind started
wandering. Try it again, and see if you can stay in
the moment longer. I invite you to consider how this
practice allows for an increased capacity to not only
to achieve a greater sense of well-being but also the
opportunity to examine the aspects of Self. Let us
look at how yoga can help one achieve selfawareness to help improve one's productivity.

How Yoga Improves Your Professional &
Personal Practice
Why We All Need a Conscious Breath, Before
Action.
By Annu Gaidhu
In our practice, just like any front-line work, it is
evident we are witness to experiences that are
emotional, when we, as anyone else in the
experience with us, also get impacted. Our ability to
therapeutically engage, and be present in the lives of
children and youth, is only as good as how well we
can effectively deal with our lives.
The practice of yoga, a 3000-year-old
eastern tradition, invites an individual to play an
active role in their journey towards a greater sense
of autonomy through practices that encourage
reflection from within, as opposed to an outside
source. The benefits of yoga are numerous and
cannot be overemphasized. Yoga touches on all
aspects of life and works to improve each one of
them. It helps foster positive thinking; an advantage
that we need in our fast-paced world. Yoga slows
things down for us, so that we can manage to take it
all in one stride. Consequently, the Western culture
has identified yoga as a physical practice, as a form
of healing. However, in Eastern cultures, yoga is a
whole practice of life and living. A central
component of yoga begins with a conscious
awareness of our breath. This action serves as the
bridge for cultivating inner awareness. Specifically,
the aim of yoga is for an individual to unify the
physical body and mind through focused attention

Self-awareness
Child and Youth Care practitioners carry out
such a critical role in the society, stressing even
more on the importance of being self-aware. Selfawareness is where you are in control of your
emotions and mind. Being self-aware will help you
deal with the pressures that come with your
profession adequately. Controlling your emotions
will ultimately lead to the positive growth and
development for young people, socially, mentally
and emotionally. It will benefit you as well. You
can achieve this state of awareness by taking yoga
classes regularly, or by incorporating mindful
breathing techniques into your professional, and
personal life daily.
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Physical Strength

from living our life to the fullest. More importantly,
it is the only practice, in-the-moment that we can
do, universally.
Annu, is currently completing her. Masters of Child
and Youth Care at Ryerson University .

Our bodies can get worn out and fatigued,
leading to painful joints and aches. Physical pain
can adversely affect our productivity with the
children. Yoga is a form of exercise that one can get
involved into work out the body. Yoga stretches and
workouts stretch out tense muscles, relieve painful
joints and strengthen muscles and bones. Moreover,
you will feel more energetic and replenished to face
another day with the young people in your care.
Reduced Stress
Stress is part of our daily lives, regardless of
the type of profession one is involved in. The best
solution to combating stress is yoga. The breathing
exercises, as well as the stretching exercises, go a
long way in creating a state of calm. Yoga also
involves meditation. Practice focused on the
establishment of a sense of serenity and peace
inwardly, as well as outwardly.
Cognitive Improvement
Studies show that those who take part in
yoga classes have increased improvement in mental
activity. They can concentrate better and deal with
problems faster. Yoga participants develop a more
positive outlook on life. This, in turn, equips them
to deal with stressful matters appropriately and
calmly. Moreover, we will be able to engage the
youth more effectively and efficiently
therapeutically.
More and more people are turning to yoga to
reap the benefits as mentioned earlier. Yoga
instruction and practice have taken over the
healthcare world. Its advantages are no secret to the
average man. The benefits that this practice offers
are so incredible that its use has also been
incorporated into the world of medicine and therapy.
Yoga has been shown to reduce and manage cases
of depression and anxiety. Breathing not only
enhances our physical well-being but enables us to
connect with our understanding of the experiences
as they are occurring for us. This practice gives us
an opportunity to exist in a space that can bring
awareness to any assumptions, beliefs, or
underlying traumas that have been preventing us
6

some of the youth with whom we had worked in our
pasts. When a young person at the Ring Ceremony
asked, “Do you believe in me?” her sincere and
novel question brought home to us that the
creativity of young people can strengthen our
commitment to youth and children. It was the
creative expression of the presenters that evoked
reactions of cheers, tears and gasps, and involved
the audience more deeply and meaningfully.

The Child and Youth Care Provincial Conference A Creative Tapestry
Dr. Mary Ventrella
Creativity is considered the most desirable
21st century skill and vital to the life of an
organization (Pink, 2005); therefore, successful
leaders recognize that creativity is critical in any
kind of organizational environment (Amabile,
Schatzel, Moneta & Kramer, 2004).

The “Process” of creativity is the muse, or
sense of inspiration (Loori, 2005) that gives the
artist, inventor, designer, problem-solver, and
teacher or leader free expression of thoughts,
emotions and reflections. The process of creativity
values the building blocks over the end product.
During the process of the conference, from
beginning to end, creative freedom facilitated the
forming of new relationships as well as enhanced
established ones through the sharing of stories that
freely expressed ideas and diversity. Even the
participant who expressed that she was leaving the
workshop more confused than when she walked in
demonstrates that the creative process allows each
of us to take our impressions and formulate
meanings that make sense to us, whether they are
initially sources of anxiety or inspiration. The
creative process forms a bridge from present to
future when we reflect on relationships and plan
endeavours. Organizers, presenters and the
audience of students, youth, volunteers and parents all the systems involved directly or indirectly
formed a collective muse that inspired the
conference. The creative process, which was so
evident and constructive at the conference, could be
taken away and carried forward by the conference
participants and impact how they process their
challenges and experiences long afterwards.

Definition of Creativity
Creativity is defined as the production of
new ideas or novel solutions to problems (Puccio,
Murdock & Mance, 2005; Amabile, 1983; Stein,
1974). The main theme in many definitions of
creativity is that the creator has a relationship with
the process, and that the product is novel and useful
to the environment (Langer, 2005; Sternberg &
Lubart, 1995; Weisberg, 1986). Creativity is a
relational process with self, others and systems.
4 P’s of Creativity
The 2017 OACYC Provincial Child and
Youth Care Conference demonstrated how Rhodes’
4 P’s of Creativity, Person, Process, Press and
Product, could weave throughout the interactions
and ideas of participants and presenters. An example
of how “Person” impacts the creative process
(Rhodes, 1961) was Heather Snell’s opening of the
conference, wherein she expressed her story in a
way that included movement, sound and lighting to
enhance her evocative ideas. The audience were
receptive and responsive as she imparted her
emotional, physical and intellectual experiences
with such creativity, she allowed us to experience
the story in many ways and derive meanings
pertinent to each of us. When Theresa, the closing
speaker, placed herself in a rocking chair and used
atmospheric lighting as she told her story, we were
able to travel back to our childhoods and reminisce
about our own history, present and future as CYC’s.
Eric, who spoke during the closing, so vividly
expressed his experiences, he echoed the voices of

Press is the term Rhodes uses to describe the
relationship a person has to the environment; for
example, the connection to places, family values,
traditions, culture and organization. Societal
influences have a significant impact on creativity
(Rhodes, 1961). The Humber College space itself
plus the social environment of the workshops and
ceremonies; i.e., the gala and ring ceremony; the
meals and walking from one workshop to the next,
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or even just sitting on a bench – all of these
contributed to a culture of relational practice in a
safe place where we were able to care for ourselves,
for each other and our learning. CYC students
reported being impressed by the numbers of people
with whom they were able to engage, and on how
they felt that they had played an important role in
the conference even though they were just starting
their careers. After the workshops, it was evident
that people were exchanging contact information,
challenging their values and beliefs, and many
booked future lunches with each other to continue
the connection to people in the CYC environment.
The creative environment of conversation and
listening to fascinating ideas promoted dialogue and
allowed relationships to develop, which would be
likely to impact future endeavours.

options and is thus more likely to have more viable,
successful solutions (Burnett & Figliotti, 2015).
Allowing yourself to broaden your divergent
thinking, make connections and seek novelty
without judgement will expand your possibilities.
How to Consider, Produce and Implement
Alternatives in CYC Practice
1.
Explore more than one way of
engaging with a child or youth.
2.
Allow the child or youth to explore
“What if…” thinking.
3.
Practice brainstorming with children,
youth and colleagues.
4.
Ask children, youth or colleagues to
redefine a problem.

Product is the result of the creative
process and by definition is useful in the social
context and is easy to measure because there is a
tangible end result (Rhodes, 1961; Amabile, 1988).
The conference methodology itself and the
development of participants through meaningful
interactions that fostered relationships were among
the products created. The conference exceeded
registration expectations and the variety of
presentations. The product was characterized by
unity and creative learning, whose benefits will
trickle down from the participants to benefit the
children, youth and families with whom they
engage. The 4 P’s of creativity wove a tapestry out
of ideas and relationships throughout the
conference, making it clearly a success.

5.
Asking them to express ideas and
feelings in alternative ways other than using words.
6.
Explore different relationships that
have demonstrated productive alternatives to a
problem.
7.
Ask children, youth and colleagues
to record many different solutions on sticky notes.
8.
Ask yourself what practices you have
been doing for a long time and exploring fresh ideas
to meet the same needs.
9.
During team meetings, ask the group
what alternative ways to interact and still meet the
same goals.

Creativity in Child and Youth Care
Practices

10.
Explore alternative ways to promote
your relationships.

Creativity in our daily Child and Youth Care
practices, which can easily default to standard and
stale routines, can give rise to fresh approaches and
make the greatest difference to success in
interventions and methodologies. The Torrance
Model provides creative skills that we can integrate
in relationships as well as teach to others; for
example, the skill “Produce and Consider Many
Alternatives” is about going beyond the obvious and
producing a variety of possible solutions, ideas or

Have fun and promote creativity in Child
and Youth Care practices.
Special thanks to the organization committee
for your commitment and dedication to such a
powerful conference.
Have you also visited our OACYC
Facebook Page? We get hundreds of visitors
monthly.
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Scenes from the OACYC
Conference. Thanks to all who
took and shared photos.
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layman’s terms the pendulum swing as being more
of a “knee jerk reaction”? If it is and we call it such,
then perhaps because we understand the negative
connotations of those words we would take more
time, put more effort into the thought process and be
less worried about the optics and popular vote.

Pendulum

Who or what can dampen or prevent the pendulum
swing? Hopefully the government, they are the
guardians of all, children and adult. However, it's
the government’s susceptibility to popular vote, the
media’s front page story and the mandate of the
party's platform that make them vulnerable to
creating the pendulum swing. So, the government,
who is the highest power in our land is not the
answer.

Swing

One of my favourite movies of all time is the
Guardians. It's basically a story about how the
Easter Bunny, Santa Claus, Tooth Fairy, Sandman
and Jack Frost have been brought to earth by the
Man on The Moon to protect all children. Their
number one adversary, is the “nightmare”. There are
many children stories about love, which are
wonderful but I find a story about protection one
that I hold onto even as an adult.

I believe the answer lies in a team of people who are
clearly accountable to no political agenda, need of
no monetary reward, scoff at power as being
anything more than a tool to ensure all children and
youth are represented fairly and equally. This team
must operate on a non-business based platform,
accountable to no one but their own moral
conscience and we, government and the public,
parents and caregivers, must trust their motives,
intentions and their results. At this point, a part of
me believes no such team exists and even if it did
they would never be empowered to be the
“guardians”.

Most in our society like to think we do a good job
loving our children, in fact love has no boundaries
and is not confined to the set limits of finance,
popular vote or political power. Protection,
however, seems to have a price tag attached, both
literal and figurative. We cannot provide the
absolute safest housing and environments for our
children, it costs too much. We cannot provide our
children with the safest emotional, spiritual and
mental spaces, there is only so much of “us” we can
dedicate and give, only so many resources.

The guardians would be a small, elite group that
have been in training all their lives, on a path to
create a better world for children. Their credentials
would lie in their journey and successes along the
way. They would have attributes of IQ, motivation,
interest and persistence. The pool of selection,
that's difficult. Never will I suggest that “areas of
child care” need to be represented equally. By this I
mean if we get caught up in needing titles, we will
lose focus. A title is a destination for most and may
not represent their journey. This is not about hitting
a number or metric, it's about getting the right
people.

To make matters worse, our children and youth fall
continuously victims to the “pendulum swing”.
Even if there is a safe protective environment today,
it may quickly evaporate tomorrow. We are the
unintentional perpetrators, you and I, not only are
we guilty of not protecting them from it, but we also
inflict it with our short sighted, narrow focus on the
here and now. I am not implying that we do it out
of anything but our definition of love and
protection, but like most best intentions, which is
the determination to act a certain way, it's not
always well thought through. So, can we define in
11

Who selects? Just like a call for papers, there needs
to be a call for people, for guardians. Honestly the
only person I would pick is a particular psychology
teacher I know. Who gets to chose, perhaps the
scholars of human nature, growth and development.

Conference
Feedback

How will we get the government and people to trust
the mandate of the guardians? I don't know.

I am writing this letter to express my
congratulations to the organizing committee
of the OACYC Provincial Conference held at
Humber College - Lakeshore Campus June
1-2, 2017 and my sincere thanks for a job
well done. This was a terrific conference !!!
The location was beautiful, the conference
was extremely well organized, the workshops
were varied and terrific.Heather Snell's
opening keynote was absolutely fabulous. I
think that those that attended will refer to
presentation for years to come, having
witnessed a moving and motivating
experience. Having first hand knowledge of
the team effort that goes into such an
endeavour, I applaud the committee on such a
terrific job and special recognition to
Michelle Shelswell for her job as conference
coordinator!

How do we structure their accountability? Everyone
is accountable to someone in our world, it has to be
that way. Is that a safe guard? Does that ensure
success, protect us from the consequence of failure?
This must be a non-business based platform, can
metrics be established to represent success of good
works? Eventually lines will be blurred to get a
metric, thus shifting the focus from children.
Eventually the good of the many will outweigh the
goofed of the few. This cannot be the only road to
measurable success.
I feel especially during the time when a call for
election is made, that is when the guardians need to
be in place. They need to be there as the old
government leaves and new government comes in.
Now, not always will a “new” party be elected but
always a new government is established. At the
least, there needs to be a provincial and federal
level. The government must, without question,
propose all changes through this group of guardians
for approval. Does this stop the pendulum from
swinging? Perhaps not, it may dampen it. However,
it could be whatever we want it to be.

Keith Lindsay
Service Director
Central and North Ontario
Rehabilitation Services

It’s easy to pick out elite scientists, authors,
scholars, doctors, world leaders, philanthropists,
actors, poets, laureates, etc.. We value what they
say, we look up to them as role models and what
they say matters. Why can we not create a “think
tank” of the best of the best with the mandate to
protect our children and create for them a world that
says yes to good, to change, to be fluid, but no to a
life that only changes for the sake of change.

Did you know that OACYC
Organizational Members can
advertise in the Chronicle? Contact
the OACYC office for information!

Stacey Reif, Lambton College CYC Student
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The winners of the 2017
Krista Sepp Memorial
Awards are:
Sarah Charlebois of Vanier
Children's Services in London,
Ontario, accepting the Krista
Sepp Horizon Award from
Mark Wakefield, Past Chair,
Kinark Board of Directors,
Greg Glenn, Chair, Kinark
Board of Directors and Michelle
Shelswell, Vice President,
Ontario Association of Child
and Youth Care.
Don Hunter, recipient of the
Krista Sepp Mentoring Award
listens as his nominator and
colleague Gillian Rowney
speaks glowingly of his
tremendous career
accomplishments achieved in
his work at the Hospital for
Sick Children in Toronto,
Ontario. Also pictured, Mark
Wakefield, Past Chair, Kinark
Board of Directors, Greg
Glenn, Chair, Kinark Board of
Directors and Michelle
Shelswell, Vice President,
Ontario Association of Child
and Youth Care who were on
hand to present the award.
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The winners of the

The incredible Theresa Fraser, recipient
of the Dennis McDermott Award for
Career Achievement, captivates the Gala
audience after graciously accepting her
award.

2017 OACYC Awards are:
The wonderful Heather Snell receives the
Ontario Association of Child and Youth
Care Award of Excellence from Christine
Gaitens,President, Ontario Association of
Child and Youth Care.
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10 Fun and Inexpensive tools
for your Toolkit
Krysteli Needham

self-control and following directions. I had
one little seven year old that was very
impulsive and had a very difficult time
doing only the instructions given (lets put it
this way, he would have made a very terrible
cook). He loved bubbles, and so the
incentive was that I would tell him how
many times he could blow bubbles, and if
he was able to follow the instruction, I
would bring them the following week, if not,
he would miss a week. Although it took
several weeks of trial and error, I am pleased
to say that he has succeeded. And now we
work on other things.

1. Puzzles!
I understand that not everyone
shares my love for puzzles, but
there is a place for puzzles in
everyone’s toolkit.
I started using puzzles as a tool to
teach problem solving and patience. But
as I got to know the individual needs of my
children/youth, I found puzzles gave me an
interesting insight into the way my child/
youths thought about themselves when I
pulled out the puzzle. Some would start to
minimize their self worth by stating that they
could not do it (despite it being a mere 9
piece puzzle), and others would hide the
puzzle box the minute I turned my back,
some struggled to find the rhythm, and some
would get discouraged by the mere thought
of the number of pieces. It was astonishing
how a box full of little cardboard pieces
could become a mountain of an obstacle. I
never provide a child or youth with a puzzle
with many pieces, but time and time again, it
has allowed me an opportunity to work not
only on their problem solving skills and
patience, but more importantly, their selfesteem and self worth. And then when you
loose some of those puzzle pieces (and no
matter how hard I try, some always manage
to escape the box!), I use the leftover puzzle
pieces for creative art supplies.

3. Paper and markers, crayons, or pencils
I love having different colours and kinds of
paper in my toolkit. Quite often I go out to
see child/youths, and so paper provides a
quick and light tool that can be easily
transported from one location to another.
The key to paper and markers (crayons or
pencils) is to be creative. There are many
games that one can play on a piece of paper
(hangman, tic-tac-toe). Try changing these to
add an element of feelings/emotions. Child/
youths can also draw pictures, or create a
genogram, or fold and make some origami.
During a training I attended with Irena
Razanas, I discovered a paper and pen
activity that has become a very useful
grounding exercise that I do with child/
youths: Give your child/youth a paper as
well as give yourself a paper, and then
(either with eyes open or closed) scribble
profusely for a few seconds. Trade this piece
of art between you and your child/youth, and
find a picture or a letter or a number in the
scribble. Don’t forget to title the art. This
activity can also be done in a group setting.

2. Bubbles
There are so many different things you can
do with bubbles. In a world where
mindfulness is becoming a topic of everyday
discussion, using bubbles to teach deep
breathing is a very fun and useful tool to use.
Slowing down the breath, to try to blow as
many bubbles as possible or as big of a
bubble as possible, gives instant gratification
and provides the child/youth with a tangible
visual. I have also used bubbles to help teach

4. Beads
Beads are not just for girls! I use beads for
both gross and fine motor development with
child/youths of all ages. It’s fun, there are so
15

many different sizes, shapes and colours and
there are so many things one can do with
beads. My most favoured activity to do with
beads is creating a family genogram. I start
by having my child/youths glue beads (and
other little craft supplies) to make a
representation of the different people in their
lives. I try adding different scraps of crafts
(such as material, pipecleaner, cotton, string)
to allow for personality of the characters/
people to emerge. Another activity I like to
use beads are for making bracelets. Making
friendship bracelets for acts of kindness and
social skill development can be a fun tool to
use for both girls and boys.

Thank
you
HUMBER COLLEGE for sharing your
beautiful Lakeshore Campus
for the OACYC
Provincial
Conference!

student pulled a card trick out of her sleeve
too! Child/youths that I often work with feel
as though there is nothing that we can teach
them, nothing that they can learn, but
teaching them a trick with some cards can
help reinforce that everyone can learn
something new, we just have to be patient.
Another activity I love to do with child/
youths is trying to build a tower out of cards.
This is definitely a difficult activity, but a
great way to teach patience and breathing.

5. Popsicle sticks
My most favoured activity to do with
popsicle sticks is building a place of safety. I
have spent several hours with child/youths
helping them develop and build a world
where safety is of the most importance. This
activity can be very therapeutic. It allows an
opportunity to discuss elements of safety,
and build a plan of safety for child/youths
when they are in unsafe situations or
environments. I also find that being able to
build and create obstacle courses with
popsicle sticks can be very fun and
engaging.

7. Material
From using scraps and bits of material to
make outfits for the bead people in the
genogram, to making small pillows for
comfort, or even creating puppets, don’t let
those little loose scraps of material go to
waste. Be creative and help child/youths be
creative.

6. Playing Cards
As I sat observing my CYC
student trying to work with a
very difficult child/youth, I was very
proud when she came up with a very
creative way to engage this child/youth. As
this CYC student tried to play a simple game
of cards with the child/youth, the child/youth
flicked every card onto the floor. She
patiently picked up the cards, and then
proceeded to teach the child/youth a magic
trick with the cards. It was the defining
moment for her to gain this child/youth’s
respect and attention. When it comes to
cards, I love having card tricks up my
sleeve. I was so proud when the CYC

8. Cardboard box
Sometimes going back to basics is the most
exciting. Boxes are so accessible and easy to
get a hold of, and I would say it is safe to
say that every household buys some item
that comes in a box. Try being non-directive
and allowing child/youths to be creative in
ways that they want and need to be. See
where your child/youth goes with the task
after providing them with some basic
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supplies. This will give you the opportunity
to look at a number of areas for assessment
including (but not limited to) ability to
problem solve and be creative, critical
thinking skills, and fine and gross motor
skills. There is a common saying that says
buy an expensive gift and the best part is the
box, sometimes this statement has a lot of
value.

limit to the therapeutic programs we develop
are defined and limited to our own creative
limitations. I hope you are able to find your
own tools for your toolkit. Remember it
doesn’t have to be expensive to be valuable
within your own toolkit.

9. Play Dough
From creating people and scenes to making
social stories, play dough is both fun and
accessible and can even be made at home.
Having child/youths assist in the making of
the dough can be therapeutic in itself and
can help teach some basic skills. There are
many different recipes available on-line. Be
sure to try it at home, before you do it with
your child/youths. I love using play dough
inside of balloons to create my own stress
balls (a caution is to be noted in relation to
allergies: if working with child/youths in
schools, be aware if the school has a ban
against items with latex).

Remember to update your address
with the OACYC.
Email office@oacyc.org or
phone1-888-367-7193

10. Pompoms
I love ending my sessions
with allowing my child/
youth to choose a warm
and fuzzy. Sometimes
child/youths aren’t able to
take home the elements
we have worked on, so
giving them a tangible
(and inexpensive) item to
take with them can be
very therapeutic and
rewarding. From time-totime I will glue some
pompoms together into a
shape to change things
up.
The most important thing
to remember is to be
creative. Sometimes the
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Click here to visit
the OACYC to
become a member.
Renewal begins again in
October, 2017.
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